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paperback. Book Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking
number will be provided after the shipment.Paperback. Pub Date :2004-03-01 Pages: 293 Publisher:
Water Power Press title: Java language programming tutorial Original Price: 26.00 yuan:
Synchronously editor Press: Water Power Press Publication Date: 2004 - 3-1ISBN: 9787508420417
Words: 427.000 yards: 293 Edition: 1 Binding: Paperback: Weight: Editor's Choice ava language is a
new programming language introduced by Sun in 1995. it is a cross-platform. suitable for
distributed computing environment of pure object-oriented language. Java language and its
expansion is gradually becoming the norms of Internet applications. setting off yet another
technological revolution since the PC since. Summary of 11 book chapters. can be broadly divided
into three parts: the first part of Chapter 1 to Chapter 3. started with Java language. including
language overview of language based. control statements. etc.; second part consists of 4 Chapter
to Chapter 7. core programming knowledge of Java language. including the class and its methods.
inheritance and polymorphism. packages and interfaces. exception handling mechanism; third
part of Chapter 8 to Chapter 11. the multi-threaded programming . Applet programming. input and
output are introduced. and made a more detailed description...
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An exceptional ebook along with the font applied was interesting to read through. it was actually writtern really completely and beneficial. Once you begin
to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr. Hector Cole Jr.-- Mr. Hector Cole Jr.

This written pdf is wonderful. It can be writter in easy phrases and not di icult to understand. Your lifestyle span will likely be enhance once you full
looking over this ebook.
-- Juanita Reynolds-- Juanita Reynolds
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